We propose a novel approach to implement efficient reconstruction for light field microscopy. This approach is based on convolutional neural network (CNN). By taking a two-dimensional light field raw image as the input, our model is able to output its corresponding three-dimensional volume at high resolution. Compared to the traditional light field reconstruction method, our approach dramatically reduces the computation time cost, and significantly improves the image quality (resolution). As furthermore combing this deep learning light field microscopy with selective light-sheet illumination, we can achieve high-contrast, high-resolution (~1.6 μ m) three-dimensional imaging of acting C.elegans at a speed of fifty volumes per second. We furthermore apply this technique to the interrogation of beating zebrafish heart, intoto visualizing the cardiovascular hemodynamics inside zebrafish embryo by rapid volumetric recording of beating myocardium and blood flow. Our method is demonstrated to be promising in a wide range of biomedical applications such as neuroscience and development, in which high-resolution, highspeed volumetric imaging is highly desired.
Introduction
Light field microscopy (LFM) has recently emerged as a rapid volumetric imaging technique for observing live biological speicimans 1 . Compared to conventional imaging schemes, it captures both the lateral position ( , ) and angle ( , ) of the light reaching the sensor by inserting a microlens array in the native image plane. This enables the camera sensor to record information from a four-dimensional (4-D) light field instead of two-dimensional (2-D)
focal plane of the sample in a single snapshot. With obtaining the raw light field information, a series of synthetic focal planes or different perspective views of the sample can be retrieved through post-processing [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, light field microscopy eliminates the need of stepwise z-scan which is commonly used for three-dimensional (3-D) microscopy and allows the volumetric imaging of multicellular samples at very high speed. Light field microscopy has delivered promising results for monitoring the transient neuronal activities in various animals, such as C.elegans, zebrafish embryo 7, 8 and rodent brain 9 . As a reference, it has been proved efficient in brain-wide functional imaging of a freely swimming zebrafish with a volume rate up to 77 Hz 10 .
Although light field imaging has been successful for 3-D imaging of behaving organisms, a tradeoff exists between the high temporal resolution by one exposure and high spatial resolution by which finer structures can be discerned.
The limited sensor pixels which are originally allocated to the sampling of 2-D lateral information are now spread over the 4-D light field, resulting in a significant decimation of the lateral resolution. Several attempts have been made to address this problem either through optimizing the way light field being recorded, or developing new algorithms to reconstruct more spatial information from the light field. In terms of recording, a phase mask was incorporated to achieve better LFM resolution profile 11 or a customized dual microlens arrays were placed at the rear pupil plane to record light field in forms of sub-images, which is capable of collecting information from a larger depth 10 . Besides these approaches requiring precise design of customized optics, alternatively, post-processing algorithms, including LF deconvolution 7, 12 and enhancement through fusion of ground-truth images 13 , has been reported to computationally improve the LF reconstruction quality. These algorithms remain limited to the recovery of sparse signals, and also pose high demand on computation resource for iteratively approaching a high-resolution output. In a more sophisticated method, visual volume reconstruction could be skipped while the neuron signals are statistically demixed directly from the raw light field 8, 9 . But this method relies on the signal's fluctuation in time series so that it is insensitive to inactive neurons and incapable of handling moving samples.
Here we propose a novel Artificial Neuron Network (ANN) strategy to rapidly recover high-resolution volume from a raw LF image. Compared to existing LF techniques, our ANN-based method achieves better reconstruction quality without compromising LF's advantage in high temporal resolution. We minimize the loss of spatial resolution by incorporating prior structural information of samples so that the network can learn to resolve complex and highfrequency signals from light field. We demonstrate the network's capability by three-dimensionally reconstructing 
Results

Deep learning light filed deconvolution
Aiming to reconstruct a 3D view from a 2D light field projection (LFP), we designed an artificial neural network enabled deconvolution (NED) method. There are two stages involved: the training and the inference. For training, a group of 3D images obtained by light sheet or confocal technique is used as the targets. Then through the forward projection, the simulated 2D LFPs of the 3D targets are generated and used as the input of the neural network. We carefully modeled the point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system, making sure that the LFP simulations were perceptually resemble to the experimental measurements. The network outputs coarse reconstructions of the inputs.
The pixel-wise mean-square-error (MSE) between the outputs and the targets are defined as the loss of the training, which is a function of the network parameters. By minimizing the loss function using a gradient descent approach, the parameters get optimized iteratively, and the network is considered to be capable of performing light field deconvolution tasks (the inference stage) on experimental measurements of LFP of new samples. Within a much shorter period of time than the traditional deconvolution method costs, the NED reconstructs the 3D views of the raw inputs, with a higher resolution in both lateral and axial direction.
In order to prove the effectiveness of our ANN-based method, we validated our network on C.elegans. The main procedure can be divided into 2 steps. First, we trained the network by inputting high-resolution 3D images of worms, which we acquired from the confocal microscope with 40X objective. We first tested the inference stage on simulated light-field raw image (Figure 1. c,d,e,f) . Here the input data was also from a forward projection from high-resolution 3D image but excluded from training database. While the highresolution 3D image served as a ground truth, we also reconstructed using light-field deconvolution 7,12 as a comparison. From a light-field raw image (Figure 1. c) , both our method and deconvolution recovered worm structures in FOV(~350 x 350 x 15 ), which covered the majority of neurons in head region. However, from the Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP), we observed that our method portrayed in a more detailed way while close neurons are discerned clearly and sharply. And it's free of artifacts near the native focal plane that deconvolution method brought in an intrinsic way. To validate the reconstruction method on experimental data, we built the light-field imaging system to capture empirical light-field raw images (Figure 2. a) . A MLA (Microlens Array) was placed at the native image plane to modulate the light so that a 4D light-field could be projected onto a 2D detection sensor. Using this system, we imaged C.elegans of the same strain the network was trained on and demonstrated the result of worm's tail (Figure 3) . Synthetic focal planes were reconstructed throughout illuminated volume. Our method delivered a high-resolution result while the performance kept on the same level at varying depth. As a comparison, light-field deconvolution showed a deteriorating trend in deeper region and suffered from a grid-like artifacts near native focal plane(z=0 ) (Figure 3. a) . After capturing the light-field raw image, we also shifted to a standard wide-field detection and recorded the same ROI(region of interest) using a scanning method. This was regarded as a reference to judge the fidelity of our method. Despite minor deformation from worm's movement, we recognized and labeled the corresponding neurons. Our method showed better ability to discern signals in neuron clusters (Figure 3. b) . It gives excellent portray of the worm's neuron structure both in sectioning plane and 3D rendering (Amira).
Method Imaging Setup
We built a light field microscope equipped with light sheet illumination around an upright fluorescence microscope C. elegans experiments.
To map the neurons in C.elegans, we chose worms at young adult stage while stain used in this study was: QW1217 hpls491(Prgef-1::GCaMP6); hpls467(Prab-3::NLS-RFP). It was maintained at 22 ℃ on NGM plates with OP50 E.coli as food. The worm was immobilized by levamisole and further embedded in 1% agarose. We generated a 30um-thick light sheet and moved the focal plane of objective to the bottom of light sheet so the illumination region spanning from -30um to 0um. The worm was then placed in this region by a z-axis stage motivated by the actuator [ZST225B, Thorlabs] to make the neurons perfectly excited while the background was greatly eliminated to improve contrast. We used a 40X water objective and a standard RFP filter set. For each worm, we first captured light field image, and then quickly switched to normal widefield detection, scanned the worm body for a reference for light field reconstruction result.
In prior to reconstruction, a network model should be well trained. We collected the static high resolution 3D images through a confocal laser scanning microscope [FLUOVIEW FV3000, Olympus]. The samples are worms of the same strain as previously discussed and also immobilized. We randomly imaged about 24 worms under 40X magnification and transformed them into simulated light field raw images through a wave optic model 12 . Then we trained our network through pairs of light field image and corresponding 3D images until the loss function is stabilizing. Finally we saved the network for all the empirical data reconstruction.
After reconstruction, we map the neurons in C.elegans with the reference of WormAtlas.
Discussion
